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Executive Summary 
“Home by Mary LTD” will be a company domiciled in the Durres Town, Albania.  This 
corporation will be capitalized by three stockholders, two of them will be the  principal 
investors who own the major shares, Afrodhiti Laro & Vladimir Laro. The third stockholder 
will be Mary Laro, their daughter. If the company will not be profitable at the end of the 
1st  year, the stockholder Mary Laro will loose the shares of the Company and her 
participation will be transferred to Afrodhiti Laro Shares. 
 The company will be registered as private company limited and the principal shareholders 
of the company  will sponsor juridical persons [physical persons] in the area who deal as 
real estate agents (independent contractors) in the state of Albania. While the company 
itself may be a broker/referent to the biggest RE Companies in the country/World. The 
company  will formalize the real estate services standing between the buyer and the seller 
which will not know each - other. The company will be opened for any other broker 
activity [except real estate] which will be very good acknowledgeby the main 
shareholders.   
“Home by Mary LTD” will open its doors for operation in June 2012.  The company will 
rents an attractive business premises  located in the centre of the Town, to provide 
services to the higher income section of Durresi Town.  
A published Interior Design & Real estate book will be delivered, part of which will be a 
real estate organizational programs. This book will be  placed in the Albanian Association 
of Real Estate Offices and in the Durres  bookstores .  
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Background 
 
Albania is bordered by Montenegro and Kosovo to 
the north, the Republic of Macedonia to the east, Greece to the southeast and Italy lies 
across the Mediterranean to the west. At its narrowest point, close to where the Adriatic 
and Ionian Seas meet, Italy and Albania are only 75km (47miles) apart. The History of 
Albania began over three millennia ago with certain tribes residing in the area. After being 
conquered by the Roman Empire and later the Ottoman Empire, Albania became an 
independent state. 20 years ago Albania started the conversion from communism. Since 
2009, Albania is a NATO member and a candidate for EU membership. 
“Albania now is a development success story in many respects, having made remarkable 
strides in economic and social development over the past decade,” said Jane Armitage, 
World Bank Country Director and Regional Coordinator for Southeast Europe. As such in 
July 2010 European Investment Bank (EIB), Islamic Development Bank, OPEC Fund, 
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), Black Sea Bank, Gulf Funds, 
Japanese government, German Bank for Development, International Financial Corporation 
(IFC) announced total loans of about 3.2 billion euro financing dedicated to infrastructure 
including the following major projects: Tirane-Elbasan highway one of the main segments 
of Corridor 8, the reconstruction of rural roads, inter-connection line between Tirana and 
Prishtina, the construction of Tirana-Skopje line, water supplies, an extra turbine in hydro-
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power station of Vau i Dejes, Arber Road and the Southern Axis to definitively change the 
Albanian road and energy infrastructure. Area:28'748sq.km. 
Major cities: Capital--Tirana(900'000,2005est.);Durres(200'000,2005est.), Shkodra 
(81'000,2005est.); Vlora(120'000,2005est.).  
Durrës is the second largest city of Albania located on the central Albanian coast, about 
33 km (21 mi) west of the capital Tirana. It is one of the most ancient and economically 
important cities of Albania. Durres is situated at one of the narrower points of the Adriatic 
Sea, opposite the Italian ports of Bari (300 km/186 mi away) and Brindisi (200 km/124 mi 
away). Durrës is home to Albania's main port, the Port of Durrës, and to the newest public 
university, the Aleksandër Moisiu University. It has a population of 170,550, while 
metropolitan area has a population of 265,330. Number of students as of today is  
11,500, by which 70% are arrivals from other cities. There is not any Campus either state 
or private one in the Durres City. Number of students is increased with 2000 year by year, 
since the academic staff of the University is very qualified and Durresi town is more 
cheaper than Tirana Town. (there are 70,000 students in Tirana area). 
 In addition, it is the meeting point of national roads SH2 and SH4. It is collet the 
connecting nodes of the main segments of Corridor 8.  
 
THE OFFICE - STUDIO DESIGN & REAL ESTATE OFFICES  “HOME BY MARY LTD” 
“Home by Mary ltd” will be a proposed venture that it is supposed to act as: 
1.  Real Estate Office, general, splits his fee between the seller and the buyer. The 
buyer may be: 
a) Foreigners that want to invest their money for a greater Rate of Return 
compared to their countries.  
b) Albanian Nonresidents that are living & working outside Albania. 
 Albanian nonresidents BUT they want to invest their savings in the home 
country in order to profit a greater Rate of Return.  
 Albanian nonresidents BUT they have houses in Albania. They come to 
Albania once per year. They need SERVICES like: cleaning the houses 
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once/month, pay the utilities, maintenance their houses, etc. Our company 
will service this segment of clientele toward a monthly fee. May these houses 
be a possible potential for houses to be sold. 
c) Albanian Resident 
2. Comprehensive Interior design services for all our Customers & Non-Customers;  
Implementation of the Project.  
3. Sale of Reconstruction House’s Projects. Implementation of the Project.   
4. In the beginning, the office will deal as AGENT of Balkimo Properties – Savills 
Group, for  Durres Region. [Balkimo Properties, part of SAVILLS GROUP,   is the 
biggest RE Offices in Albania and the most successful business in this sector for the 
time being. Balkimo, founded in 2004, is managed by British and Swiss partners 
living in Albania since years and offering “foreign” versus “local” practice in the 
property market. Balkimo provides: Buy/ sell representation, Rent & Lease, Off Plan 
investment, Non-resident mortgage, Land banking, property management, 
maintenance contract, owner representation, appraisal services, market research 
and property tour in residential and commercial to local and international investors. 
Furthermore Balkimo is  also investors.]. Afrodhiti Laro is the main referant of 
Balkimo Real Estate LTD in Albania for Durresi Region since 2009. Afrodhiti Laro is 
member of the team - group that elaborates data regarding the market in Albania.  
All the information regarding the Local Market in Durresi Region are elaborated by 
Afrodhiti Laro. Afrodhiti Laro supplies Balkimo on weekly bases about the Durresi 
Market Development and any other information regarding the Real Estate Activity.     
5. Managing the Real Estate Properties & Projects either sold or not by the company. 
6.  Co – management Company  in selling of the project and managing  of an up to 
date Student Campus in Durres City in collaboration with BALKIMO. It is already 
committed  with BALKIMO  to be  50% shareholder of Campus Management. The 
Investors are foreigners [already appointed] and the project will be implemented 
starting from June 2012. Find as an appendix the exact Project that is in 
Implementation in Tirana Area,  to be implemented for the second time in Durresi 
area. 
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1.1  Objectives 
 
The primary objectives of our organization are to: 
 Become a profitable organization allowing us the freedom of taking advantage of 
other real estate investment opportunities as they become available. 
 Service our clientele in a closed service cycle, from the buying-selling to a designing 
and managing if it will be required. 
 Recruit and hire self-motivated, success-oriented, and hardworking sales agents. 
 Maintain an office of at least 15 sales agents spread all over Albania, who meet the 
previous requirements. 
 Develop a solid, corporate identity in our specified targeted market area, which will 
add values to itself and to the environment. 
 To establish good working relationships and begin working as a team, promoting 
communication and suggestions from all participants. 
 Become one of the top brokerage firms in operation in the Champion area by our 
third year of operation, or before. 
 Realize a positive return on investment within the first 12 months. 
We are optimists  that  the objectives are obtainable because of the sales skills and 
professionalism of the main Stockholder Afrodhiti Laro and the maturity of the other main 
stockholder Vladimir Laro.  The office will have one dealer at the offices who will have  
knowledge of the real estate laws and procedures. Also he will have sales and managing 
skills, but above all he will be a well-known person in the area with plenty of connections. 
The person selected is distinguished by integrity and professionalism. Afer one year this 
dealer will be trained abroad about the real estate activity. The turnover rate in this 
business is planned to be high since no cost of sales is programmed. The  agents 
registered as e “phusical persons” will have  no training outside Albania.  Once they have 
a professional  license, only then, they may be trained on  the sales and marketing 
training that is needed upon entering the profession. As per our information, this kind of 
training is available on the international market at a high price to the agent. The Company 
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will care these agents to be train under a specific schedule [may be 2 training per year], 
because without the proper training the average earnings  calculated by us will be very 
difficult to be achieved  in comparison to industry standards. 
The office environment we will be efficiently  arranged either to the agent or to the  client. 
We evaluate the character “place” on the marketing plan. A marketing schedule will be 
follow by the office.  Agents will  have the opportunity to be guided each day through a 
marketing plan to gain clients. They may choose to follow either the  guidelines and  
training provided or they may follow their own daily behaviour. The company will supply a 
program allowing the new agents to earn more volume of clientele  than the average real 
estate agent by providing advices using our credibility and stability. 
1.2 Mission  
This  business plan is written as a framework for starting and managing this new 
business.  This business plan  will also serve as the basis for a specific, unique, detailed 
marketing plan. Following there is a summary of the main  issues of the company’s 
mission.  
 The main objective of “Home by Mary Ltd” is to generate a profit  growing  at a 
challenging BUT manageable rate, and to act up based on  the ethical codes like an 
up to date Real Estate Offices, even it will operate in Albania, where rules and ethic 
ability Regulations are not respected.   
 In order to fulfil the main objective, the principal  mission of “Home by Mary Ltd” is 
to recruit Tirana & Durresi Real estate agents that have been successful in the 
area. The agents who will deal with this firm will receive competitive  commission 
allowing them more financial advantages for advertising in order to gain more 
clientele. By the other side, the company will generate wide base clientele for 
selling interior design service. 
 The on-going mission will be to mach both supply & demand: by one side  
homeowners selling their homes and the other side  homebuyers purchasing the 
home of their dream, by providing professional and personal assistance. The 
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importance for us is to be known to the market/customers that we  ensure the  
best interest. 
 Our keys to success will be  marketing and networking, responsiveness and quality 
of customer service. We aim to generate new customers but we aim to maintain 
with us our customers which are services by us.  
 Our aim is to establish a successful partnership with our clients by one side and  
our staff members by the other side, and altogether with the management of the 
company, to  act as a team. The management team will  respect the interests and 
goals of each party.  
 Even though we will hit mainly the foreigner clientele, the local market will be  wide 
open for new opportunities in generating brokers and referants.   
 We have evaluate than even though it is e stationary period for the business in total 
all over the world, when  deal it is done regarding  specific projects. AND, there are 
many space now in Albania to develop specific projects. A carefully pre-evaluation 
of the project is a must.   
This behaviour will lead the company in strengthening its position in the target market  
clientele  by providing quality  customer service to clients and to sales agents..  
As a conclusion, this plan project will rapid grow the company securing a collaboration 
with local agents who will be willingly to collaborate with us. They will see that 
collaborating with us means efficiency  , ensuring  high net profit  over the coming three 
years. The implementation of above plan in conjunction with a  detailed marketing plan, 
will ensure that “ Home by Mary Ltd” , rapidly becomes a profitable organisation  for the 
owner as well as for the third agents. 
Company  Summary  
“ Home by Mary Ltd”  will be a new company that provides high-level expertise in Real 
Estate sales in the Region of Durres.  It will focus initially on home sellers and 
homebuyers, as well as in-house sales agents. Our customer service philosophy is unique. 
In a philosophic sense, “ Home by Mary Ltd” will have five  distinct customer groups: 
sellers, buyers, agents, customers [homebuyers & other customers] for Interior Design 
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Services, Customers for Reconstructing existing houses, customers for maintenance 
services to their houses. Any other broker services that will be acceptable within our 
culture and knowledge will be welcome to us.   
Owners that want to sell their real property will be our first customers. The company will 
charge the sellers with a fee fixed  for  their property to be listed near us.  We will never 
lose our focus to  that clients who have retained their homes dealind with  “ Home by 
Mary Ltd”. These clients will be  are our first obligation.  
Our second real customer will be the buyer of a  real estate. We will provide superior 
personal services to buyers. FOREIGN CUSTOMER WILL BE OUR FIRST TARGET 
CLIENTELE. We would be liked to work with them. We will hit this segment as much we 
can. 
Our third real customer will be the small physical persons that deal as sales agent. Whwn 
our company will be on a deal, it is of course the agent's job to provide a professional 
transparent service to both sellers and buyers. Therefore, it is the direct responsibility of “ 
Home by Mary Ltd” to provide service to our sales agents. Be informed that there are 
more than 50 small licensed real estate agents in the Durresi area and more than 200 
similar in Tirana Area which act in not professional manner. They are in the market since 
1990, but they have not invested in their professional growing. Mainly of them are not 
graduated with any degree. On the other hand there are only 3-4 companies in Albania, 
no one in Durresi Region, similar in the size and organisation as we want to be.   
Our forth real customer is the Owner of a Property who requests to make Interior Design 
to the property, who may be: owner of a property; customer of  “ Home by Mary Ltd”; 
buyer that order a house/shop to be purchased since the beginning of the building 
construction [manner used in Albania]. The company will assist in Interior Design since 
the laying tiles to the curtains. 
The fifth customer is the resident/non-resident who wants to reconstruct their own 
existing houses. Be informed that 90% of Albanians are owners of their houses. 70% of 
them are become owner by privatizing the so called “ Communist system houses”. They 
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are old buildings more than 40-50 years old. Young couples that are determined to live in 
such houses will request to reconstruct their houses and do some interior design at the 
same time. 
The company will try hardly to become co-investor altogether with Balkimo Property 
Group regarding a construction of an up to date Student Campus in Durresi town. The 
University in Durresi Town has a population of 170,550, while Region area has a 
population of 265,330. Number of students as of today is  11,500 in the town, by which 
70% are arrivals from other cities. There is not any Campus either state or private one in 
the Durres City. Number of students is increased with 2000 year by year, since a) the 
academic staff of the University is very qualified and b) Durresi town is more cheaper than 
Tirana Town. (there are 70,000 students in Tirana area). 
 The project costs EUR3MIO. We want to be secure in our investment. BUT, if we will not 
achieve to be co-investor with at least 10% of the project, it is already committed with 
Balkimo Group that we will profit the Commission as a referent [25% ON Balkimo 
Commission, the Balkimo will sell the project to the foreigners] of the Project and the 
Managing of Campus  will be separated between us and Balkimo Group.  The Campus is 
near by an in fractured seaside zone, so we tend during the summer period the Campus 
to be used as rooms to let for the Tourists, mainly the potential arrived by Kosovo. Find 
below as appendix  detailed plan.  
2.1 Services 
Our principal service consists of selling real estate premises  in a targeted market area. 
The target market area will be Durresi, Tirana, Vlora, Saranda where we have identified 
much more turnover of the real estate activity than in other parts of Albania. Because of 
our capabilities to network, [since the main shareholder Afrodhiti Laro covers a part of 
these cities in her Region working as Bank Regional Manager]  with other big and middle 
brokers, we will sell homes and business premises faster than our competitors either big 
one or a simple local agent.   
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Our customers will be willingly to list their homes in our agency because of our 
aggressiveness and highly-skilled professionals. We believe that we will  have an above-
average sales force higher than our competitors. The owners  will list their properties  with 
us because they believe that byers will choose us in  compare with other similar activities 
in order their  property to be treated with Interior Services served by us.  
The owners  of “ Home by Mary Ltd” is committed to success in the real estate market and 
adheres to the strict rules issued  by Real Estate Association  in Albania.  Our high level of 
commitment in order to keep our  very good reputation on the town that is built during 25 
years with high integrity, will enable the company to attract top agents  as clients looking 
to buy and sell residential real estate. We will deal with them under pure rules and 
commissions because we want to be leaders in the market so our company to be the first 
selected by our customers of all segments.  
Agents of the company will be provided with the following:  
 Competitive commissions. 
 Access in our office 24/8 hours. 
 Private Web  page. 
 Marketing plan /sales guidelines to be followed on daily bases. 
 Personal training 
 Business premises/the office located in a highly visible and reputable location in the 
city such as main boulevard in the town which.  
 Answering service 24 hours. 
 Free panoramic photography of the inside/outside environments  of each property 
listing.  All photos will be  placed on HAR/MLS (Multiple Listing Service) and a mail 
address will be available to the customers for every additional info requested. 
  Full  support by shareholders. 
 Different events like photography & pictorial exhibitions once a year of Mary 
Laro/shareholder, will serve as a source of advertising.   
 Mailed distribution to others being brokers or customers. 
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The customers under the status “Sellers” will be provided with the following: 
 Free  CMA (Comparative Market Analysis) related the product . 
 Inside/outside photos. This allows potential buyers quickly view our seller's 
property online. 
 Advertising in local newspaper publications. 
 We design an attractive project to be sold  with all property information, room 
dimensions, places, tax information, and a complete history of the home/property  
for potential buyers to be  read while viewing the property. We will sell properties 
but mainly we will sell project on property: how to be used, when, by whom etc.  
 Upon the seller approval, we can guide the potential buyer to the property . 
 Excellent follow-up system regarding each deal/property 
 If no contract is assigned within the first listed period [2-6 months], we re-analyse 
our marketing procedures for the next/ future collaboration.   
The clientele under the status “Buyers”  will be provided with the following: 
 We match buyers to their needs. We have an extensive questionnaire for our 
buyers to list their wants and needs.  We then take this questionnaire and put 
the supplied information into our Passport program to match buyers to the homes 
matching their criteria.  
  We go a step further with our buyers and we go on-site for them.  We visit 
the homes of their choice and take inside and outside panoramic photos for their 
viewing. We can email the photos or have a face to face showing with the buyer. 
The buyer does not have to go on-site unless they choose to. We bring the home to 
them.  
 We present their offers and comply with all negotiating for them. 
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2.2 The Management Team 
 
Our team will be compounded by:  
 
ü Afrodhiti Laro - Partner 40%  of the shares- The Manager 
Afrodhiti is a physicist in profession. She is a banking - corporate coach for many  years. 
She For the time being she is Regional Manager of 7 Branches spread in North- West 
South Albania. She has dealed with many companies and corporate files regarding 
granting loans up to the million Eur level. She has a good education on legal procedures, 
compliance and risk procedures. She has much information about real –estate markets in 
all segments of clientele. She is a gifted seller and a very good servant to the people 
characterized by high integrity. Based on these features she has gain the belief of 
customers in what recommendations she gives  to solve  their needs. Doing the best for 
the people she has gain the opportunity to be the first selected servant by them. People 
that she is dealing with are key Managers of State Financial Institutions and Private 
Enterprises,Influenced people in the area like politicians, successful professional 
businessman etc. 
Afrodhiti is completed with EMB for Executives in Thessaloniki Greece. 
She is attending now another MBA Degree in Juristic in Tirana, Albania. 
Afrodhiti is one of the Shareholders of “Value the Person International” in  
Albania.[www.valuetheperson.com]. Value the Person is a global management 
consultancy business, a training and development company, a people assessment 
business and a registered charity in the UK and Albania. 
Value the Person has as a  vision to see every person, every organization, every 
community motivated, and every country adopting a Value the Person ethos and 
experiencing a different kind of culture that maximizes everyone’s contribution. 
From North to the South Pole, the message is the same; “The need to experience being 
valued is at the core of all success, growth and reconciliation”.  
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Afrodhiti has a   very special gusto. She  loves also shopping in the flea markets, and she 
has  noticed that when people visited her home they tried to buy stuff off the walls.  Some 
even started asking her to help them with their homes. 
Afrodhiti  has been interviewed by several local  newspapers. He also appeared in several 
television programs broadcasted in locality. Contact Afrodhiti at alaro@emporiki.com.al. 
She will be the Administrator/Manager of the firm. 
ü Vlladimir Laro - Partner 40%  of the shares 
 
Vladimir Laro is Afrodhiti’s husband. He is a well-known  surgeon in profession. He is well-
known person in Durresi town with plenty of connections. He owns some real estates, one 
of them to be the Business Premises leased for the Office “Home by Mary” 
 
ü Meri  Laro - Partner 20% of the shares 
Mary is the first  daughter of Vladimir & Afrodhiti. She is a  talented student in the forth 
year of studies in Architecture Faculty, Tirana University. But she is also a talented 
stylist.[see her page “When Art Meets Fashion-Clothing-in Fb].  She paints, makes 
wonderful fashion design and she is a talented   photographer. On 19/01/2011 she 
represented herself as a “Passionate Photographer” in the town, through the Exhibition 
“Meri Laro’s Photography”. The exhibition’s premises was a special place the Municipality 
gives the permission to the new talents to represent their jobs. 45 Photography were 
represented. There were many key persons invited like the Mayor, The General Director of 
Port Authority Durres, Parliamentarians from Durresi town, many artists like painters, 
sculptors, many businessmen and young people. The event was associated with a cocktail 
& a trio piano-bar and a singer of light house music  in the background.[see the page  
“Mary Laro Photography” – on the Fb]. The aim of the exhibition was: 
1. Giving our daughter support and help her being motivated 
2. Knowing her in the town as an artist 
3. On the behind face of invitations, the address and phone numbers of new offices 
was written. Some PR Connections were successfully placed. 
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Some good photography were delivered to key persons & Institutions as a gift. Contact 
Mary at meri_laro@hotmail.com. 
Mery will confer a diploma on Interior Design & Restructuring of old houses within 3 years.   
ü Antonis Tzumpas -  The Director/the daily operator in charge 
 
Antonis is Afrodhiti’s brodher and  will manage the day to day operation. He is an 
Engineer in profession.  He has worked for a long time in Athens /  Greece in some 
sectors like a manager like: Director at one of the biggest  Germanos chain shop;  
Purchased Manager at Neopoli  Hotel; He has very good sales skills but he also a person 
with knowledge in some other sectors like: construction; hydraulic; erector; etc. Antonis  
is a hard worker as a undertaker , respectful,  correct & cold relationships holder when the 
subject is “work”. Antonis will  be paid with a monthly salary by the company.  
 
2.3 Start-up Business Summary 
Find below on the table  start-up costs. Start-up costs includes: rent expenses, offices 
equipment, furnishing [they will be paid on monthly instalments for  one year period], 
website design, computers,  main computer station with  all realtor information for 
internal usage), legal cost, stationery,  office advertising and marketing, other expenses 
related with opening our first office.  The start-up costs expenses will be  financed by both 
main shareholders. 
The company will lease office premises with approx. EUR2 – EUR3 per square meter to 
equal an approximate monthly rate of EUR200 , plus utilities, for efficient office space.  
The rent will be paid not latter than the fifth working day of each  month for the current 
month. Commercial lease will be not for less than  five year agreement. 
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Start-up required Funding     
Start-up Expenses to Fund 6096 
 Start-up Assets to Fund 7004 
 Total Funding Required  13100 
 Assets  
  Non-cash Assets  0 
 Cash Requirements from Start-up  8100 
 Additional Cash Raising 0 
 Cash Balance on Starting Date  5000 
 Total Assets  13100 
 Liabilities and Assets/Capital  
  Liabilities  
  Current Liabilities  3000 
 Long-term Liabilities  0 
 Accounts Payable  5100 
 Other Current Liabilities  0 
 Total Liabilities  8100 
 Capital  
   Investment  
  Investor 1  2500 
 Investor 2  2500 
 Other  0 
 Additional Investment  0 
 Total Planned Investment  5000 
 Loss at Start-up  0 
 Total Capital  5,000 
 Total Capital and Liabilities  13,100 
 Total Funding  13,100   
 
 
Market Analysis Summary 
World Bank head in Tirana, in the framework of the introduction to the report “Doing 
Business 2010” declared that Albania is ranked second among reformatory economies in 
the world that are making business easier. An increase of economy from 2 to 3 % is 
expected for the year 2012. Albania is seen as a giod place to do business not only from 
the local investors but for the foreigner also. 
The Transition report, issued by the European Bank for Reconstruction & Development 
(EBRD) appraised Albania as a country in progress, with strong economic growth in 
several major sectors leading the development. Macro-economic performance of Albania is 
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strong: The International Monetary Fund (IMF) foresees a growth of 2.2% for 2010 while 
for 2011 according to the IMF growth will be back at 6% and for the 2012 the growth will 
be at 3%.  
ü Economic growth  
In almost every traveler's guide, Albania is described as the least developed country in 
Europe. This may be true but this is only a part of the story. The expansion of gross 
domestic product (GDP) was accompanied by a controlled inflation rate. Consumer 
demand is expected to increase and will result in renewed interest from foreign investors. 
Low wages are also anticipated and act asan incentive to foreign investors. The improving 
GDP and inflation situation have significantly reduced unemployment in past years. 
Albania's GDP has constantly passed the 5% mark for many years. These are positive 
factors for the development of the Real Estate market. The country is still better off than 
others in the region. Albania is the fastest growing of all the South Eastern Countries and 
became an EU candidate as well as a NATO member in May2009. Furthermore, Albania 
had one of the few positive GDP’s in Europe in the last two years. 
IMF announced that Albania was one of only two EU countries that recorded positive 
economic growth of 2.2% in 2010! And 3% are expected in 2012. 
ü Foreign investors in Albania 
Due to the strengthening of the economy in Albania area and because Albania is a real 
applicant to be enter the EU within 2015 by which an increase of real estate values is 
expected, more homebuyers today are interesting  to purchase homes.  
Many representatives of foreign companies expressed their assessments on the recent 
achievements in the Albanian economy, as well as the considerable improvement of the 
business climate. These changes convinced many companies to select Albania, among 
other neighbouring countries, to implement their project. 
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Already large corporation notably US, Greek, German, Turkish, French and Italian are in 
the country to reply to international tender and privatization in Energy and Water 
particularly. The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development has allocated EUR 
200 million fund to Albanian private sector in 2008 and around 300 million in 2009.  
Non-resident mortgage financing is available. The main local banks are controlled by large 
European banks: Crédit Agricole, Société Générale, Banca Intesa SanPaolo, Raiffeisen 
Bank, Piraeus Group, National bank of Greece, Alfa Bank, …. These banks are interested 
to offer competitive mortgage loans with terms from 1 to 15 years. Balkimo signed the 
first agreement with a major bank and a construction company where the bank offered 
100% mortgages loan to local buyers. For foreigners specific favourable terms are 
applicable. Most recently Albania's government has increased the guarantee on savers' 
deposits to 25,000 euro from 5,000 euro. Banks in Albania, mostly foreign-owned, had 
not invested in toxic instruments, and they remain profitable, liquid and well capitalized 
according to Central Bank of Albania. 
There is no Transfer Tax to be paid by the buyer (in Croatia 5%, in Montenegro and in 
Bulgaria 2% of the Purchase Price! In Turkey 1.5%!). There are some expenses to be paid 
to ZRPP[Real Estate State Office Registtration], but in all the cases not more than 200 
Euros. 
The notary fees depend of the service, property size and total price. For a transaction of 
€100’000 it can approximate €200! (In Morocco or France for example you need to budget 
an extra 10% in addition to the purchase price to cover notary and Property Registration 
fees!).  
There is a capital gain tax of 10% for individual and companies (instead of Bulgaria 
17.8%, Spain 18% and 20% in Turkey or Poland)! Albania has signed limited double 
taxation treaty with several countries including France, Hungary, Russia, Switzerland and 
others. In January 2008, the Wall Street Journal published “Economic Freedom Index” for 
150 countries in the world. Albania was ranked the 56th between 150 countries, leaving 
behind several countries with well consolidated democracy such as Italy, Bulgaria, 
Rumania, Macedonia, Turkey, Slovenia, Greece, Poland and Russia. Main factors that 
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impacted directly fiscal freedom were tax reduction policies, application of a unique tax of 
10% along with serious actions toward a better fiscal administration.  
A tax of 10% for resident/non-resident is due on the amount of the rent (25% in Hungary 
and Spain!).  
There is no wealth tax in Albania (France≤2%, Germany≤0.5%, Greece≤0.8%; 
Spain≤2.5% every year!).  
There is no withholding tax in Albania (10% in the US). Capital and profits can be 
repatriated once you have paid the legally due taxes.  
There is no inheritance tax and gift tax is 3%! In case of personal ownership it is desirable 
to make a will in respect to your Albanian property as soon as you become the owner.  
The cost of insuring a property in Albania is 100 to 250€/year for insuring a 2 bedroom 
apartment depending of the benefits.  
ü Yield  
Foreign investors are coming into the market for residential notably with “popular” 
apartments that can be rent to locals in such case yield can be >5% net. On commercial 
we can find opportunities with higher yield but this is mostly a market for locals up to 
now. More recently Institutions or HNWI may also find superior yield in commercial 
distressed properties.  
ü Rate of Return  
Most foreign investors now are concentrating on the Off-plan market as the development 
time is fast thanks to the Albanian climate and legislation. Imagine an Off-plan property 
costing 50’000€ you only put up a deposit of 15’000€ (30%) and then will have to pay the 
remaining in 12 months. Let consider the market is up by 10% after 12 months then your 
property worth 55’000€. You return would then be €5’000/€15’000, or 33%! It is a basic 
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calculation as you can also get a mortgage financing with interest only for 3 years, rent 
your apartment and taken account of taxes, fees and other expenses. 
Foreign investments in Albania are fully protected by law. They cannot be nationalized, 
expropriated or subject to any other measures. Several tax incentives in the tourism 
sector are available for investors. One International hotel chain is established in Tirana 
and others are looking to come. A first small marina is now operational in Vlora and a 
growing number of developers are working on different seaside resorts. We believe that 
this is just the start as there is 350 km of virgin coastline. 
That’s are the reasons we see the foreign investor as a potential customer. Because of the 
climate and seaside, we see especially Russian Investor as  a big potential in Durres Area.  
ü Albania as a tourism destination  
With its emergence as the top recommendation on Lonely Planet's Destinations in 2011, 
Albania is set to experience a boom in its tourism sector. While the choice of one of 
Europe's last undiscovered treasures may have surprised many, what is perhaps more 
surprising is the fact that it is already more popular than its more fashionable tourism 
neighbor Montenegro, at least according to Google Search. In the heart of the 
Mediterranean, on the Adriatic and Ionian Seas, Albania is fast becoming one of the 
world's most interesting getaways. Still relatively unspoiled by globalization, tourists will 
notice an inspiring mixture of civilizations and cultures - 2009 recorded a 39% tourism 
increased with more than 2 million visitors! If you come to visit Albania you will see how 
peaceful the Albanians are and that contrary popular believe it is a secure country with 
one of the lowest crime rate per habitant in the world!  
There are many things to do in Albania now. In this contest, we think that Opening and 
developing private enterprises is a good idea.  
Look at what Lonely Planet Guide to Albania says “The new Albania packs a wild punch of 
traditional Mediterranean charm , delightfully hospitable people and madly colorful art-
driven renaissance in the capital ,Tirana. The country offers a wealth of attractions, 
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including sandy white Mediterranean beaches, rocky mountains, fertile plains, lakes, 
natural monuments and remote, pristine areas. Ruins and archaeological treasures reflect 
a rich history dating back to the Illyrians”. 
ü Tourism and Leisure 
Albania as CNNT op Destinations for 2011! CNN picked only 9 top destinations for 
travellers in 2011, and Albania is on that list. Albania was also the top pick on Lonely 
Planet’s top ten countries for 2011. 
Albania is one of the two only Eastern European countries that got the media attention as 
potential travel destinations for 2011. The mention for Albania is that tourism could be the 
beginning of a much needed trend. Albania gives travellers a taste of the Mediterranean 
without the crowds and the prices, writes CNN’s. 
ü Travel to and in the country 
In the past years huge infrastructure investments have been finalized which will support 
future property demand. 
In March 2007 the state of the art Tirana International airport located just 15minutes 
away from the city opened. 14 airlines fly from Tirana International airport to 
31destinations. More than1.5million passengers used the airport in 2010. Main airlines 
included Adria, Alitalia, Austrian, British Airway, Lufthansa, Olympic, Malev, Albanian 
Airlines, Turkish Airlines offering direct regular flights to London, Vienna, Frankfurt, 
Munich, Rome, Milan, Athens, Istanbul, Zurich, Budapest, Zagreb, Sofia, Prishtina, and 
most recently New-York. 
The port of Durres is located 33 km west of the capital Tirana. On average, four ferries 
dock every day, carrying more than 700’000 passengers every year. A new terminal worth 
€15million and funded by the EBRD has been constructed by the Slovenian company SCT. 
The new terminal includes 5’000 sqm of service and duty free space, with a parking lot for 
2’000cars. 
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Albania's other seaports are Vlora, Saranda, and Shengjin. Regular ferry, freight, and 
passenger services from Durres and Vlora are going to Trieste, Ancona, and Bari in Italy 
and Dubrovnik in Croatia. Ferry services are also between Saranda and the Greek island 
of Corfu. 
A massive improvement scheme is under way in Albania’s transportation network—
improvements that will shrink travel times, make the country more accessible and 
maximize Albania's strategic ports. Currently the major cities of the country are linked 
with first class national roads. There is a brand new four lane highway connecting the city 
of Durres with the cities of Tirana and Fier. 
The second priority is the construction of European corridor 8, linking Albania with the 
Republic of Macedonia and Greece. It is mostly finished and an extension to Thessaloniki 
via Pogradec is also complete. The third priority for the government is the construction of 
the north-south axis of the country; it is sometimes referred to as the Adriatic–Ionian 
motorway. It is part of a larger regional highway connecting Croatia with Greece along the 
Adriatic and Ionian coasts. This highway is critical for Albania to make the most of its 
incredible potential for tourism on its lengthy coast. It is anticipated that by 2015 the 
majority of the sections of these two corridors will have been completed. Albania will then 
have an estimated 759km’s of high way connecting it to its neighbours. Mid 2011 will also 
see the completion of the missing last 20 km section of four-lane highway between the 
cities of Durres and Vlora. 
ü Price levels 
Like in many other Eastern European countries, the prices in Albania are denominated in 
Euros and all transaction are completed in Euros. New high-end residential developments 
in Tirana centre maintain the highest tasking prices with the gold medal at €2’750/sqm. In 
the mid-market prices for new apartments range from €500-800/sqm. Most projects have 
similar pricing irrespective of the size, quality or location, which is assign that the market 
is still developing. 
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The mid-market forms the majority of property transactions. More expensive apartment’s 
average from €1’200-1’600 per square meter, many of them have remained on the 
market for long periods, representing a down ward trend when compared to past years. 
Looking ahead we estimate that urban residential prices are set to continue a down turn 
pattern taking values back to the level they were some years ago. Urban supply is another 
key factor affecting property values. When there are too many properties on the market, 
there is down ward pressure on prices, and this is the case in Albania. Sales volumes are 
also due to hit their low this year as consumer confidence is declining in the face of rising 
economical issues. 
On the other hand, well priced and well located coast al properties are facing continuous 
demand. In general, we foresee a positive pattern in coastal property as demand is driven 
by foreign in estorschasing yield in buy-to-let investments as well as locals looking for 
affordable second homes. 
3.1 Market Segmentation 
1. Our most important market segment is the home seller & the homebuyer. The 
seller will be calling upon “ Home by Mary Ltd” for our excellent marketing 
strategies and techniques, and our ability to deliver personal consulting, 
professionalism and a follow up system. 
2. As important would be the homebuyer. These buyers will be calling on “ Home by 
Mary Ltd”  to "match" their criteria selections. We expect by them not only the 
commission in the buy-sell transaction but we see them as a potential in buying 
Interior Design Services or Reconstruction Services. Being employee at one of the 
best Bank Groups, Afrodhiti can advise the buyers how to deal with banks to get 
loans for purchasing comfortable a house. 
3. Individuals who desires to lease their property  will  be guided to lease properties 
based on the  matching criteria needs. Recently, in Albania there are constructed so 
many buildings. Constructions Sector  takes part 30% of all Local Industry and it is 
the sector more developed in the last 10 years. There are so many empty houses 
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owned either by Construction Companies or Individuals that have invested on RE. 
Potential customers of leasing are: young couples & tourists. 
4. Even at the cases the client is not coming by our closed circle, we will request a 
professional agent to assist them at their destination. When this corporation comes 
from a referral--we would match the client who wants to buy,  with the 
home/property to be bought for specification details. 
5. We will  be the corporation in-house agents. We see each one as a customer who 
has individual and sensitive needs.  There are a lot agents in area that have act the 
broker activity since the 1990. Because of the competition in the market now and 
difficulties regarding the crises, they are disappointed and without guidance. 
Training of sales skills, marketing issues,  techniques and strategies to be used in 
order to achieve the goal, will be one of our daily objectives. We will try that each 
agent to have the opportunity to be assisted in designing a goal, in order to teach 
them to have  greater productivity in their daily activity. This help will be present to 
every agent in every site. 
(a)  Agent  Sales
(b)  Broker  Sales
(  c  )  Photo  Sales
(e)  Interrior
(f)  Reconstruction
      (e)  Maintainace  of  houses
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Market Analysis - Sales Forecast
Potential Customers Year 1 Year 2 Year 3
(a) Agent Sales 27593 45000 67500
(b) Broker Sales 27,000 36,000 54,000
( c ) Photo Sales 3,000 3,600 4,500
(d) Referrals Sales 25% Agent 25% Company 0 0 0
(e) Interrior 18,000 19,800 21,780
(f) Reconstruction 15,000 24,996 25,829
   (e) Maintainace of houses 0 5,400 9,000
Total 90,593 134,796 182,609  
3.2 Target Market Segment Strategy 
We cannot be successful just waiting for the customer to knock to our door. Based on a  
long and detailed market research and trends, we will be  focused on a specific market 
segments whose their demand match the supply. To be efficient and to penetrate fast in 
the market, selecting the  targeted segments will be the  key to our future. Our aim is to 
have influence on the market to be the first selection by the customers. We will 
distinguish on the market using the transparency and win-win tactic. We tend to be for a 
long term period in the market.  
 
Strategy and Implementation Summary 
“Home by Mary LTD” will focus the activity in the zones that have high turnover of real 
estate  volume of business.   Our target customer will be,  homesellers, homebuyers, 
relocation residents, Interior Design Need, Reconstructing Need.  
To be successful, we evaluate as very important  concentrationing the job  on being  in-
house agents. The agents that will collaborate with us  will be supported and assisted 
every moment to the best of our possibilities.  
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4.1Competitive Advantages 
The Company will service a closed cycle services in its sector: buy-sell-Photography 
Taker- Management of Real Estate Mortgages-Interior Design Project & Implementation -
Reconstruction Project and Seller of it- Being Agent/Broker Itself- Investor to other 
smaller Agents.   
The shareholders  of this organisation will have a published real estate book. This 
book and the  organizational program, will be  distributed all over  Albania in the principal  
book stores and associations. About 50 copies will be delivered as a gift to the friends and 
organisations that have key position on the market and can be used as marketing 
sources.  
The company will allow "Competitive  Commissions" to the agents allowing ourselves to 
generate faster around us agents to be collaborate with, but first of all to generate 
qualitative persons: professionals, with good reputation, plenty of connections etc. We will 
try to train the agents even on  free times during the day. 
 This company  has set a marketing plan to be followed. The plan includes the seven steps 
as they are mentioned above: Consumer analyses; market analyses; competitive 
analyses; distribution channels analyses; developing the marketing mix[product, place, 
promotion, price]; determine the economics [break even]; revise and go to the beginning; 
 The company will be assisting all agents in goal setting/planning and in their marketing 
techniques/strategies. This will do the difference between us and the three main 
competitors. Even though the agents we will collaborate with will be independent 
contractors, our aim is to  run as a team.  T any time for new ideas. We will evaluate the 
suggestions. All this details will be part of our internal policy.  
If you see our services, you can find out that we try to serve a closed circle product 
related the sector. In this way we will not lose clientele and we will generate new entries 
faster than our competitors. 
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4.2 Sales Strategy 
 We will try to have a huge number of listing properties to be sold by one side and 
needs for buying by the other side in order to elaborate a marketing plan that 
works best for us and for  the client.  
 We go to the matching buyer-seller clientele  based on their needs even in detailes. 
 We suggest new ideas to our existed clientele regarding their new destinations . 
Due to our wide network, we offer an excellent referral service all over  Albania. 
 We contact every Construction Company/Sales Manager and inform them about our 
new business, stressing the Interior Design Services. 
 We give assistance for loan to be granted from the banks and help the clientele to 
negotiate loan contracts for free. 
 We apply  above-market commission in percentage rates. We also provide efficient  
marketing and advertising programs [such as Mary’s exhibition.]  
Treated as an individual mission every potential identified either in buying side  or sale 
side. We adapt and adjust the marketing plan based on the market changes but based on 
the customer behaviour also. 
4.2.1 SALES FORECAST MONTHLY 
We expect sales to be increased during the period March-May since the interest of 
residents outside Durresi to buy a second houses/real estate  is higher due to the summer 
period to come. Also, we expect sales to decrease during the period August- October, 
since the above interest decreases.  
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4.2.2. SALES FORECAST BY YEAR 
We expect sales to be increased year by year, not in similar proportion by all segment of 
clientele. The Company’s higher expectation are from agents, but we tend to increase in 
Interior Design and reconstructing also. Find in the table 2 data detailed. As a total, the 
company will increase with 10-15% year by year. Compare to the crises time in all over 
the Region, we think this increase is acceptable and comfortable. We will pay much 
attention to our image in the market, we tend to be in long-term in the local market, so 
the company will increased in stable steps. Commissions from Referals are not taken into 
consideration, they will be considered as an agent account. Also the company has already 
close the deal to be the beneficiary  of  10% on Net Profit regarding the Management of  
Student Campus  in Durres Town. The Project has a value of EUR3MIO. It is the sae 
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project that Balcimo Group is finishing in Tirana City. The Project will start implementing 
by the end of Year 2012. The Campus will be ready for the academic year 2013-2014. 
Find data on Durresi Student Market in page 4 (Durresi…). The company will profit the 
commission of 3%on Project Value  from Balcimo Group as referent. Status of the case is: 
Balkimo Group helped by us is taking the Site & Construction permission for the Campus 
to be constructed. Since this permissions are not taken yet, we have not presented these 
incomes in our Cash Flow Projection. Find attached the Tirana Campus Project Business 
Plan.  
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SALES FORECAST – Table 2.  
Market Analysis - Sales Forecast
Potential Customers Year 1 Year 2 Grouth (Y2-Y1) Year 3 Grouth (Y3-Y2)
(a) Agent Sales 27593 45000 63% 67500 50%
(b) Broker Sales 27,000 36,000 33% 54,000 50%
( c ) Photo Sales 3,000 3,600 20% 4,500 25%
(d) Referrals Sales 25% Agent 25% Company 0 0 0% 0 0%
(e) Interrior 18,000 19,800 10% 21,780 10%
(f) Reconstruction 15,000 24,996 67% 25,829 3%
   (e) Maintainace of houses 0 5,400 100% 9,000 67%
Total 90,593 134,796 182,609  
 
PRICING 
We mention these reletionships on the company: 
1. Company – Agent 
When an agent of our collaboration will achieve selling a property, he will gain 3% 
commission on the value deal. 25% of this sum will be awarded to the company. If the 
same agent realises for the same property either the sale or the buyer, then he gains 6% 
commission on the deal  value.  By this sum, 50% will be awarded to the company. 
If we have set as a goal: one agent has to generate sales of EUR50,000/month, that 
means that the agent will gain EUR1500/month, by which 25% of EUR1500 will be 
awarded to the company. Based on this volume dealing, one agent will  earn 
EUR1500/month X 12 months = 18,000/ year. Our Company’goal is that this deal to be 
closed successfully and in a short period of time. 
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By the other side, based on the above example, the company would profit 
EUR375/monthh X 12 months =  EUR4500/Year. If the company will achieve to generate 
15 agents in its collaboration, that the company would earn EUR4500/One Agent X 15 
agents = EUR67,500. 
It is understood able that the relationship between the Company and  Agents is very 
decisive for the company’s fate.   
2. Company – Broker on the office 
The commission of 3% earned by the buying-selling process generated by the broker in 
the office,  will be 100% awarded to the company. The Broker in the office will be paid 
with a fixed monthly salary which is double amount regarding the market. The broker in 
the office will have the opportunity to be the first agent to profit a professional training 
abroad. 
3. Company- Interior Design Customer 
The company will charge with EUR15/m2 for Interior Design Project. 
The Company will charge with EUR25/m2 for Interior Design & Implementation 
4. Company – Reconstruction Customer 
The company will charge 10% of the Projects for Reconstruction Application. 
The Company will charge 3% of the Projects [for projects above  EUR50,000] the 
construction company that will apply the project. 
5. Company - Balkimo  
The Company will profit 25% over the Commission that Balkimo will earn by applying the 
Project [ 10% on the Project value] for Student Campus  in Durresi Area.  
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Also the Company will profit the right of 10% on Net Income that Balkimo will generate by 
managing the compus on on Monthly bases. The company will be co-holder with Balkimo 
in managing the Student Campus in Durres. 
6. Company – Managing Real Estate Properties of the Customers 
The Company will charge with 20% on Net Income generated by  Managing the Real 
Estate Properties, owned by its customers [ie 20% on monthly rent etc]. 
Management Summary 
6.1. Personal Plan 
The two main holders of the Company will have the authority to decide 
sponsoring/investing on projects. The owners will not interrupt their daily jobs, that 
means Total Group Worth will increased steady wilth monthly Incomes EUR1,000 each for 
main stockholders. This sum will cover monthly family expenses. [the family has another 
daughter 18 years old, who is going to be a student in the academic year 2012-2013].    
6.2. Personnel Plan 
When the collaboration with the agents will be arranged, they will: 
- Be acknowledged with our mission, our culture, our point of view. 
- Be supplied with the marketing plan 
- Inside /outside photography’s for the properties listed with us 
- Our published book as a Realtor 
- Guidance and consulting at any time. Our consulting will consist on 
selling projects even small one. 
Recruiting licensed agents is our aim. This firm estimates to add a total of 5 licensed 
agents in June2012-June2013, with a minimum of 10 agents to be added throughout the 
year of 2013-2014. (A minimum of one agent per month gain in 2013).  
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The company  will have only one employee [max 2]. The company will have independent 
contractors and referants. The company will be very careful in training of the broker in the 
offices. We aim to treate him as an important part of the team. Also we will be very 
correct in maintaining very professional relationships with referants  aiming generating by 
them more business.  
The company will spent money in order to train Mery Laro in fulfilling her with a 
completed profile as  an architect.  
We believe that  this plan is a fair compromise between fairness and our mission 
statement.  
Financial Plan 
 We want to finance growth mainly through cash flow. We recognize that this means 
we will have to grow more slowly than we might like. 
 The most important factor for “Home by Mary ltd”  is the closing sales days. These 
dates will be determined ultimately by the seller and the buyer and a  move 
out/move in schedule will be complied with. Immediately following the closing sale 
commission will be disbursed by the title company conducting the closing. 
7.1 Principal Assumptions 
The financial plan is an expression of general  assumptions. Proncipal assumption are 
shown on following tables & graphics. The monthly assumptions are included in the 
appendixes. We are aware that  that collection days are critical and crises period has 
attack all over the world and all sectors of the economy. But we know very weel that 
Crises are opportunities. In a common scene, we will be good actors’ altogether with our 
customers. 
All calculations are made  based on conservative assumptions. 
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 Some of the more important assumptions are: 
 INSTAT [National Statistic Service of Albania.] assume an economy with 3% 
increasing. 
 Based on our researches and proffesional’s opinion, there are no unforeseen 
changes in the Albania’s Economy that would change our estimations. 
We will spend a considerable sum of money on marketing expenses; We will be member 
of the associations; We will be important part of the social life in the town;   
Detailed monthly/ Yeraly  projections are included in the appendixes.  
Net Profit Yearly 
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Cash Position Yearly 
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7.2 Projected  Profit and Loss 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3
Sales 90,593 134,796 182,609
Direct Cost of Sales 0 0 0
Other 0 0 0
Total Cost of Sales 0 0 0
Gross Margin 90,593 134,796 182,609
Gross Margin % 1 1 1
Expenses
(a) Purchases (Merchandise) 0 0 0
(b) Gross Wages (Including Insurances) 25,716 33,480 33,480
(c) Marketing Promotion 2,496 3,600 3,600
(d) Deprecation 1,260 1,260 1,260
(e) Supplies (Office and operating) 6,504 6,504 6,504
(f) Utilities 1,800 2,400 3,000
(g) Advertising 600 600 600
(h) Auto, Delivery, and Travel 0 750 750
(i) Accounting and Legal 1,200 1,200 1,200
(j) Rent 2,400 2,400 1,200
(k) Business Software 504 504 504
(l) Leased Equipments 3,000 0 0
(m) Insurance 0 0 0
(n) Taxes [TAP+TVSH+TE] 600 3,240 3,240
(p) Other Expenses [loan comission] 0 0 0
(q) Local Taxes to Muncipality 430 430 430
(r) Fuel 1,200 1,800 2,400
(q) Miscellaneous [Unspecified] 0 0 0
Total Operating Expenses 47,710 58,168 58,168
Profit Before Interest and Taxes 42,883 76,628 124,441
EBITDA 44,143 77,888 125,701
Interest Expense 0 0 0
Taxes Incurred 0 0 0
Net Profit 38,469 68,839 111,871
Net Profit/Sales 42% 51% 61%
Growth 10% ok  
(*) The company will rent a car of EUR 250/monthly. On the second year of activity on June 2013, the 
company will buy a car of EUR4000 to cover its needs.  
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7.3 Projected Cash Flow  
Cash flow projections 2012-2014
MERI'S OFFICE
SOURCES- USES 2012 2013 2014
Inflow
Profits before interest, depreciation and tax (EBITDA)             39,050                        77,888           125,701     
Collections from debit accounts
Fixed asset suppliers credit
State subsidies
Other inflows
Total (a)             39,050                        77,888           125,701     
Outflow
Fixed asset expenses 
Fixed date liabilities instalments
Installment (p+i) of our Investment Loan 
Interest of w/capital 
Interest of w/capital t
Interest
Depreciation               1,260                          1,260               1,260     
Income tax               3,905                          7,789             12,570     
Other outflows
Total (b)               5,165                          9,049             13,830     
 Total (a)-(b)             33,885                        68,839           111,871     
(a)- (b): Surplus (+), Deficit(-) increasing or reducing own working capital
1) EBITDA of the year 2012 is taken in consideration the Monthly Cash Flow Projection for 2012
2) Deprecation is taken in consideration in Monthly Cash Projection
3) Income tax is taken from the Cash Flow Projection Year 2012
4) Financial expenditures as explained. 
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Sustainability & Social Responsibilities  
There is an Australian standard for Corporate Social Responsibility (i.e., AS8303:2003) 
that defines social responsibility as:     "A mechanism for entities to voluntarily integrate 
social and environmental concerns into their operations and their interaction with their 
stakeholders, which are over and above the entity's legal responsibilities." 
There is a British Standard for Sustainable Development (BS 8900:2006). It defines 
sustainable development as 
    "An enduring, balanced approach to economic activity, environmental responsibility and 
social progress." 
“ Home by Mary” will have into high consideration  the five basics for sustainability at the 
organizational level: 
    1) Business continuity and risk management 
    2) Responsibility 
    3) Conformance and Compliance 
    4) Performance 
    5) Continual Improvement 
The Company will hold a professional relationship with the five segments of clientele.  
Mary’s exhibition that will be organized every year and the photography to be gifted will 
served to maintain PR but at the same time to help the community passed a nice week 
during Christmas period (we will organize the event in this period, because the town is 
overcrowded by the tourists and emigrants to visit their families)  
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APPENDIXES  
Market Analysis - Sales Forecast
Potential Customers Year 1 Year 2 Year 3
(a) Agent Sales 27593 45000 67500
(b) Broker Sales 27,000 36,000 54,000
( c ) Photo Sales 3,000 3,600 4,500
(d) Referrals Sales 25% Agent 25% Company 0 0 0
(e) Interrior 18,000 19,800 21,780
(f) Reconstruction 15,000 24,996 25,829
   (e) Maintainace of houses 0 5,400 9,000
Total 90,593 134,796 182,609  
Start-up Funding
Start-up Expenses to Fund 6096
Start-up Assets to Fund 7004
Total Funding Required 13100
Assets 
Non-cash Assets from Start-up 0
Cash Requirements from Start-up 8100
Additional Cash Raised 0
Cash Balance on Starting Date 5000
Total Assets 13100
Liabilities and Capital 
Liabilities 
Current Borrowing 3000
Long-term Liabilities 0
Accounts Payable (Outstanding Bills) 5100
Other Current Liabilities (interest-free) 0
Total Liabilities 8100
Capital 
Planned Investment 
Investor 1 2500
Investor 2 2500
Other 0
Additional Investment Requirement 0
Total Planned Investment 5000
Loss at Start-up (Start-up Expenses) 0
Total Capital 5,000
Total Capital and Liabilities 13,100
Total Funding 13,100  
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Monthly Cash Flow Projection 2012 EUR/ALL 1/140
MERI 'S HOUSE
May Jun July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May
1. CASH ON HAND
[Beginning of month] 5,000    -         3,185       6,245    9,430     12,615   15,710   18,895     22,080     25,175     28,360     31,545    34,605      
2. CASH RECEIPTS -         -           -        -         -         -         -          -          -           -           -         -           
(a) Agent Sales 1,875     1,875       1,875    1,875     1,875     1,875     1,875       1,875       1,875       1,875       1,875      1,875        22,500 
(b) Broker Sales 2,250     2,250       2,250    2,250     2,250     2,250     2,250       2,250       2,250       2,250       2,250      2,250        27,000 
( c ) Photo Sales 250        250          250       250        250        250        250          250          250          250          250         250           3,000   
(d) Referrals Sales 25% Agent 25% Company -         -           -        -         -         -         -          -          -           -           -         -           -      
(e) Interrior 1,500     1,500       1,500    1,500     1,500     1,500     1,500       1,500       1,500       1,500       1,500      1,500        18,000 
(f) Reconstruction 1,250     1,250       1,250    1,250     1,250     1,250     1,250       1,250       1,250       1,250       1,250      1,250        15,000 
3. TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS
     [2a + 2b + 2c=3] 7,125     7,125       7,125    7,125     7,125     7,125     7,125       7,125       7,125       7,125       7,125      7,125        85,500 
4. TOTAL CASH AVAILABLE
     [Before cash out] (1 + 3) -        7,125     10,310     13,370  16,555   19,740   22,835   26,020     29,205     32,300     35,485     38,670    41,730      
5. CASH PAID OUT
(a) Purchases (Merchandise) -         -           -        -         -         -         -          -          -           -           -         -           -      
(b) Gross Wages (Including Insurances) 2,143     2,143       2,143    2,143     2,143     2,143     2,143       2,143       2,143       2,143       2,143      2,143        25,716 
(c) Marketing Promotion 208        208          208       208        208        208        208          208          208          208          208         208           2,496   
(d) Deprecation 105        105          105       105        105        105        105          105          105          105          105         105           1,260   
(e) Supplies (Office and operating) 542        542          542       542        542        542        542          542          542          542          542         542           6,504   
(f) Utilities 150        150          150       150        150        150        150          150          150          150          150         150           1,800   
(g) Advertising 50          50            50         50          50          50          50            50            50            50            50           50             600      
(h) Auto, Delivery, and Travel -      
(i) Accounting and Legal 100        100          100       100        100        100        100          100          100          100          100         100           1,200   
(j) Rent 200        200          200       200        200        200        200          200          200          200          200         200           2,400   
(k) Business Softw are 42          42            42         42          42          42          42            42            42            42            42           42             504      
(l) Leased Equipments 250        250          250       250        250        250        250          250          250          250          250         250           3,000   
(m) Insurance -         -           -        -         -         -         -          -          -           -           -         -           -      
-      
(p) Other Expenses [loan comission] -      
(q) Local Taxes to Muncipality 125          90          90            125         430      
(r) Fuel 100        100          100       100        100        100        100          100          100          100          100         100           1,200   
(q) Miscellaneous [Unspecif ied] -      
(r) Subtotal -        3,940     4,065       3,940    3,940     4,030     3,940     3,940       4,030       3,940       3,940       4,065      3,940        47,710 
(o) Overdraft Instalments -      
(t) Term loan instalments -      
(u) Overdr.Installm. ALL 6,009,500 -      
(v) Reserve and/or Escrow  [Specify] -      
(w ) Ow ner's Withdraw al -      
6. TOTAL CASH PAID OUT
     [Total 5a thru 5w ] -        3,940     4,065       3,940    3,940     4,030     3,940     3,940       4,030       3,940       3,940       4,065      3,940        47,710 
7. CASH POSITION
     [End of month]  (4 minus 6) -        3,185     6,245       9,430    12,615   15,710   18,895   22,080     25,175     28,360     31,545     34,605    37,790      37,790  
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Monthly Cash Flow Projection 2013 EUR/ALL 1/140
MERI 'S HOUSE
May Jun July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May
1. CASH ON HAND
[Beginning of month] 33,790 37,075  43,259 49,068    55,402   61,736    67,880  74,364   80,998    87,292     93,926    100,560 107,069  
2. CASH RECEIPTS -        -      -          -         -          -        -         -          -          -          -         -          
(a) Agent Sales 1,875   3,750    3,750   3,750      3,750     3,750      3,750    3,750     3,750      3,750       3,750      3,750     3,750      45,000        
(b) Broker Sales 2,250   3,000    3,000   3,000      3,000     3,000      3,000    3,000     3,000      3,000       3,000      3,000     3,000      36,000        
( c ) Photo Sales 250      300       300      300         300        300         300       300        300         300          300         300        300         3,600          
(d) Referrals Sales 25% Agent 25% Company -        -      -          -         -          -        -         -          -          -          -         -          -              
(e) Interrior 1,500   1,650    1,650   1,650      1,650     1,650      1,650    1,650     1,650      1,650       1,650      1,650     1,650      19,800        
(f) Reconstruction 1,250   2,083    2,083   2,083      2,083     2,083      2,083    2,083     2,083      2,083       2,083      2,083     2,083      24,996        
(g) Maintenance to houses -       150       150      300         300        450         450       600        600         600          600         600        600         5,400          
3. TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS
     [2a + 2b + 2c=3] 40,915 10,933  10,933 11,083    11,083   11,233    11,233  11,383   11,383    11,383     11,383    11,383   11,383    134,796      
4. TOTAL CASH AVAILABLE
     [Before cash out] (1 + 3) 40,915 48,008  54,192 60,151    66,485   72,969    79,113  85,747   92,381    98,675     105,309  111,943 118,452  
5. CASH PAID OUT
(a) Purchases (Merchandise) -        -      -          -         -          -        -         -          -          -          -         -          -              
(b) Gross Wages (Including Insurances) 2,143   2,790    2,790   2,790      2,790     2,790      2,790    2,790     2,790      2,790       2,790      2,790     2,790      33,480        
(c) Marketing Promotion 208      300       300      300         300        300         300       300        300         300          300         300        300         3,600          
(d) Deprecation 105      105       105      105         105        105         105       105        105         105          105         105        105         1,260          
(e) Supplies (Office and operating) 542      542       542      542         542        542         542       542        542         542          542         542        542         6,504          
(f) Utilities 150      200       200      200         200        200         200       200        200         200          200         200        200         2,400          
(g) Advertising 50        50         50        50           50          50           50         50          50           50            50           50          50           600             
(h) Auto, Delivery, and Travel 250      250         250         750             
(i) Accounting and Legal 100      100       100      100         100        100         100       100        100         100          100         100        100         1,200          
(j) Rent 200      200       200      200         200        200         200       200        200         200          200         200        200         2,400          
(k) Business Softw are 42        42         42        42           42          42           42         42          42           42            42           42          42           504             
(l) Leased Equipments 250      -        -      -          -         -          -        -         -          -          -          -         -          -              
(m) Insurance -        -      -          -         -          -        -         -          -          -          -         -          -              
-              
(p) Other Expenses [loan comission] -              
(q) Local Taxes to Muncipality 125      90           90           125        430             
® Fuel 150       150      150         150        150         150       150        150         150          150         150        150         1,800          
(q) Miscellaneous [Unspecif ied] -              
(r) Subtotal 3,840   4,749    5,124   4,749      4,749     5,089      4,749    4,749     5,089      4,749       4,749      4,874     4,749      58,168        
(o) Overdraft Instalments Eur 150,000 -              
(t) Term loan instalments(Eur 225.000+Eur 75.000) -              
(u) Overdr.Installm. ALL 6,009,500 -              
(v) Reserve and/or Escrow  [Specify] -              
(w ) Ow ner's Withdraw al -              
6. TOTAL CASH PAID OUT
     [Total 5a thru 5w ] 3,840   4,749    5,124   4,749      4,749     5,089      4,749    4,749     5,089      4,749       4,749      4,874     4,749      58,168        
7. CASH POSITION
     [End of month]  (4 minus 6) 37,075 43,259  49,068 55,402    61,736   67,880    74,364  80,998   87,292    93,926     100,560  107,069 113,703  76,628         
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Monthly Cash Flow Projection 2014 EUR/ALL 1/140
MERI 'S HOUSE
May Jun July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May
1. CASH ON HAND
[Beginning of month] 76,628       84,271       95,503       105,527     115,926     126,325     136,384     146,783     157,182      167,241      177,640      188,039      198,313      
2. CASH RECEIPTS -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -              -              -              -              -              
(a) Agent Sales 3,750         5,625         5,625         5,625         5,625         5,625         5,625         5,625         5,625          5,625          5,625          5,625          5,625          67,500        
(b) Broker Sales 3,000         4,500         4,500         4,500         4,500         4,500         4,500         4,500         4,500          4,500          4,500          4,500          4,500          54,000        
( c ) Photo Sales 300            375            375            375            375            375            375            375            375             375             375             375             375             4,500          
(d) Referrals Sales 25% Agent 25% Company -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -              -              -              -              -              -              
(e) Interrior 1,650         1,815         1,815         1,815         1,815         1,815         1,815         1,815         1,815          1,815          1,815          1,815          1,815          21,780        
(f) Reconstruction 2,083         2,916         2,083         2,083         2,083         2,083         2,083         2,083         2,083          2,083          2,083          2,083          2,083          25,829        
(g) Maintenance to houses 600            750            750            750            750            750            750            750            750             750             750             750             750             9,000          
3. TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS
     [2a + 2b + 2c=3] 88,011       15,981       15,148       15,148       15,148       15,148       15,148       15,148       15,148        15,148        15,148        15,148        15,148        182,609      
4. TOTAL CASH AVAILABLE
     [Before cash out] (1 + 3) 88,011       100,252     110,651     120,675     131,074     141,473     151,532     161,931     172,330      182,389      192,788      203,187      213,461      
5. CASH PAID OUT
(a) Purchases (Merchandise) -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -              -              -              -              -              -              
(b) Gross Wages (Including Insurances) 2,143         2,790         2,790         2,790         2,790         2,790         2,790         2,790         2,790          2,790          2,790          2,790          2,790          33,480        
(c) Marketing Promotion 208            300            300            300            300            300            300            300            300             300             300             300             300             3,600          
(d) Deprecation 105            105            105            105            105            105            105            105            105             105             105             105             105             1,260          
(e) Supplies (Office and operating) 542            542            542            542            542            542            542            542            542             542             542             542             542             6,504          
(f) Utilities 150            250            250            250            250            250            250            250            250             250             250             250             250             3,000          
(g) Advertising 50              50              50              50              50              50              50              50              50               50               50               50               50               600             
(h) Auto, Delivery, and Travel 250            250            250             750             
(i) Accounting and Legal 100            100            100            100            100            100            100            100            100             100             100             100             100             1,200          
(j) Rent 200            100            100            100            100            100            100            100            100             100             100             100             100             1,200          
(k) Business Softw are 42              42              42              42              42              42              42              42              42               42               42               42               42               504             
(l) Leased Equipments -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -              -              -              -              -              -              
(m) Insurance -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -              -              -              -              -              -              
-              
(p) Other Expenses [loan comission] -              
(q) Local Taxes to Muncipality 125            90              90               125             430             
® Fuel 150            200            200            200            200            200            200            200            200             200             200             200             200             2,400          
(q) Miscellaneous [Unspecif ied] -              
(r) Subtotal 3,740         4,749         5,124         4,749         4,749         5,089         4,749         4,749         5,089          4,749          4,749          4,874          4,749          58,168        
(o) Overdraft Instalments Eur 150,000 -              
(t) Term loan instalments(Eur 225.000+Eur 75.000) -              
(u) Overdr.Installm. ALL 6,009,500 -              
(v) Reserve and/or Escrow  [Specify] -              
(w ) Ow ner's Withdraw al -              
6. TOTAL CASH PAID OUT
     [Total 5a thru 5w ] 3,740         4,749         5,124         4,749         4,749         5,089         4,749         4,749         5,089          4,749          4,749          4,874          4,749          58,168        
7. CASH POSITION
     [End of month]  (4 minus 6) 84,271       95,503       105,527     115,926     126,325     136,384     146,783     157,182     167,241      177,640      188,039      198,313      208,712      124,441       
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Monthly Cash Flow Projection
Explanation of Data to Enter
1. CASH ON HAND
[Beginning of month] Cash on hand same as (7), Cash Position Previous Month
2. CASH RECEIPTS
(a) Agent Sales
The company w ill deal  w ith 5 agents f irst year, 10 agents sec.year,15 agents third year. Each Agent w ill deal w ith EUR50,000/monthly. They w ill profit 3% on deal, by w hich 25% w ill be profit to the 
company.
(b) Broker Sales
The company w ill have a broker in the off ices. The Broker w ill deal w ith EUR75,000; EUR100,000; EUR150,000 respectively for the year1, year2, year3, on monthly bases. The commission of 3% w ill be 
profit to the company. The Broker w ill received f ixed salary.
( c ) Photo Sales
The company w ill list 100,120,150 properties in its records to be dealed.The company w ill sent to the buyers the properties as they be theyselves in the properties. For this reason, the company w ill 
charge the sellers w ith EUR30,both for listing & for the photos done by the company.
(d) Referrals Sales 25% Agent 25% Company Volume of sales expected by referants 
(e) Interrior
 The company w ill perform interior design 1 house/month w ith surface approx.100m2. The price as per the market is 15-25 EUR/m2. The company w ill charge w ith EUR15/m2. This account w ill have an 
increase 10% year by year. 
(f) Reconstruction  The company w ill approach 3,5,7/year1, year 2, year3/ houses for reconstruction w ith value of  project of EUR50,000. The company w ill profit 10% on the project. 
(g) Maintenance to houses
The company w ill advertise the f irst year maintainance servises of albanian emigrants houses w hich consists on: cleaning once/month, maintenace, utilities payments. The company w ill charge w ith 
EUR30/monthly for this service. The second year the company w ill approach 5,10,15,20,/jun-july,aug-sept,oct-nov,dec-may/ AND 25houses/monthly for the third year.
(h) Loan or Other Cash Injection Indicate here all cash injections not show n in 2(a) or 2(b) above.  See "A" of "Analysis" on Guidelines w orksheet.
3. TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS
     [2a + 2b + 2c=3] Self-explanatory
4. TOTAL CASH AVAILABLE
     [Before cash out] (1 + 3) Self-explanatory
5. CASH PAID OUT
(a) Purchases (Merchandise)
(b) Gross Wages (Including Insurances)
The company w ill pay 1 Manager/AdministratorEUR800/monthly, 1 director sustainable in the off ices eur700/monthly, 1 broker in the off ice eur500/monthly, 2 clean employees the sec-third year w ith 
eur300/monthly. According to the albanian low , the min.salaries to be declared are ALL50,000 for managerial positions and ALL20,000/monthly for employee positions. The company w ill pay 16.7% on 
these salaries as Social & Health Insurances/monthly.
(c) Marketing Promotion Marketing promotions w ill include expenses for: printing books, leaflets, exhibition of Mary Photographies. 
(d) Deprecation This is calculated w ith decline method. Will be f ixed for the three years
(e) Supplies (Office and operating) Items purchased for use in the business [not for resale]: furniture, mobiles, canceleries etc.
(f) Utilities Electricity, telephone, mobile, Internet, w ater expenses monthly
(g) Advertising This amount w ill be used to advertise the Company to the Local & national media. 
(h) Auto, Delivery, and Travel On the second and third year, the company w ill sent for training the director/broker abroad.
(i) Accounting and Legal Legal expenses to the layw er
(j) Rent Rent Expenses. This amount allow  the company to rent a good premise of approx.100 m2 in the center of the tow n.
(k) Business Softw are Self-explanatory
(l) Leased Equipments leased car
(m) Insurance
(n) Taxes [TAP+TVSH+PT]+ Local Taxes
Tax on Personal Incomes[TAP]+Tax on Value Added [TVSH/VAT]+ Tax on Profit [TE]+Local Taxes to the Muncipality. As per albanian law , TAP is ALL1000 for salaries up to ALL30,000/monthly and 10% of 
the remain sum for salaries above of ALL30,000. The company w ill declare only 60% of the real turnover to the bank accounts.
(p) Other Expenses [loan comission] Unexpected expenditures may be included here as a safety factor
(q) Local Taxes to Muncipality It is mandatory to pay the Muncipality w ith ALL5000/Yearly and every 3 months a sum of ALL12,500 as charges for lightening table, cleaning the territory etc.
® Fuel Fuel expenses
(q) Miscellaneous [Unspecif ied] Small expenditures for w hich separate accounts w ould not be practical
(r) Subtotal This subtotal indicates cash out for operating costs
(s) Loan Principal Payment Include payment on all loans, including vehicle and equipment purchases on time payment
(t) Capital Purchases [Specify] Non-expensed [depreciable] expenditures such as equipment, building, vehicle purchases, and leasehold improvements
(u) Other Start-up Costs Expenses incurred prior to f irst month projection and paid after the "start-up" position
(v) Reserve and/or Escrow  [Specify] Example:  insurance, tax, or equipment escrow  to reduce impact of large periodic payments
(w ) Ow ner's Withdraw al Should include payment for such things as ow ner's income tax, social security, health insurance, "executive" life insurance premiums, etc.
6. TOTAL CASH PAID OUT
     [Total 5a thru 5w ] Self-explanatory
7. CASH POSITION
     [End of month]  (4 minus 6) Enter this amount in (1) Cash on Hand follow ing month – See "A" of "Analysis"
ESSENTIAL OPERATING DATA
[Non-cash f low  information]  This is basic information necessary for proper planning and for proper cash f low  projection.  In conjunction w ith this data, the cash f low  can be evolved and show n in the above form. 
A. Sales Volume [Dollars]
 This is a very important f igure and should be estimated carefully, taking into account size of facility and employee output as w ell as realistic anticipated sales [Actual sales performed – not orders 
received] 
B. Accounts Receivable [End of Month] Previous unpaid credit sales plus current month's credit sales, less amounts received current month [deduct "C" below ]
C. Bad Debt [End of Month] Bad debts should be subtracted from (B) in the month anticipated
D. Inventory on Hand [End of Month] Last month's inventory plus merchandise received and/or manufactured current month minus amount sold current month
E. Accounts Payable [End of Month] Previous month's payable plus current month's payable minus amount paid during month
F. Depreciation Established by your accountant, or value of all your equipment divided by useful life [in months] as allow ed by Internal Revenue Service  
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Cash flow projections 2012-2014
MERI'S OFFICE
SOURCES- USES 2012 2013 2014
Inflow
Profits before interest, depreciation and tax (EBITDA)             39,050                        77,888           125,701     
Collections from debit accounts
Fixed asset suppliers credit
State subsidies
Other inflows
Total (a)             39,050                        77,888           125,701     
Outflow
Fixed asset expenses 
Fixed date liabilities instalments
Installment (p+i) of our Investment Loan 
Interest of w/capital 
Interest of w/capital t
Interest
Depreciation               1,260                          1,260               1,260     
Income tax               3,905                          7,789             12,570     
Other outflows
Total (b)               5,165                          9,049             13,830     
 Total (a)-(b)             33,885                        68,839           111,871     
(a)- (b): Surplus (+), Deficit(-) increasing or reducing own working capital
1) EBITDA of the year 2012 is taken in consideration the Monthly Cash Flow Projection for 2012
2) Deprecation is taken in consideration in Monthly Cash Projection
3) Income tax is taken from the Cash Flow Projection Year 2012
4) Financial expenditures as explained. 
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Pro Forma Profit and Loss
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3
Sales 85,500 134,796 182,609
Direct Cost of Sales 0 0 0
Other 0 0 0
Total Cost of Sales 0 0 0
Gross Margin 85,500 134,796 182,609
Gross Margin % 1 1 1
Expenses
(a) Purchases (Merchandise) 0 0 0
(b) Gross Wages (Including Insurances) 25,716 33,480 33,480
(c) Marketing Promotion 2,496 3,600 3,600
(d) Deprecation 1,260 1,260 1,260
(e) Supplies (Office and operating) 6,504 6,504 6,504
(f) Utilities 1,800 2,400 3,000
(g) Advertising 600 600 600
(h) Auto, Delivery, and Travel 0 750 750
(i) Accounting and Legal 1,200 1,200 1,200
(j) Rent 2,400 2,400 1,200
(k) Business Software 504 504 504
(l) Leased Equipments 3,000 0 0
(m) Insurance 0 0 0
(n) Taxes [TAP+TVSH+TE] 600 3,240 3,240
(p) Other Expenses [loan comission] 0 0 0
(q) Local Taxes to Muncipality 430 430 430
(r) Fuel 1,200 1,800 2,400
(q) Miscellaneous [Unspecified] 0 0 0
Total Operating Expenses 47,710 58,168 58,168
Profit Before Interest and Taxes 37,790 76,628 124,441
EBITDA 39,050 77,888 125,701
Interest Expense 0 0 0
Taxes Incurred 0 0 0
Net Profit 38,469 68,839 111,871
Net Profit/Sales 45% 51% 61%
Growth 10%. Susstenable Growth.  
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